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No. 1

Singapore
1949



Derek de Solla Price



Derek de Solla Price

Raffles College
- unbuilt library 

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. London 
1662-1930s calf-bound









1965





Exponential growth is 
determined from within



Warren O. Hagstrom 
The Scientific Community, 1965

Information 

Recognition



Gift-giving
Marcel Mauss, 1924



Gift-giving
Marcel Mauss, 1924

≠ commodity exchange



Recognition by citation



Recognition by citation

P2P ≠ HQ



P2P citations
correspond with
HQ-recognition



P2P citations
correspond with
HQ-recognition

Useful as indicators of “quality”



P2P exchange 
at a local level
leads to regular 
global behaviour



Bottom-up
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Santa Monica
1959



Paul Baran



Paul Baran

Rand Corporation 1959
What is most important?



Paul Baran: On Distributed Communications, RM-3420-PR, RAND Corporation, August 1964









Exit
HQ



Open Source
Gift-giving



1998



Web 2.0



Web 2.0
P2P ≠ HQ



Bottom-up
Co-creation
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Houston
1962



John F. Kennedy



But why, some say, the moon? 
Why climb the highest mountain? 
Why, 35 years ago, fly the Atlantic? 

We choose to go to the moon 
in this decade 
and do the other things, 
not because they are easy, 
but because they are hard. 

  

John F. Kennedy
September 12, 1962

Rice University, Texas



Space Age

Earth Age





Ecosphere



Text



ALGAE 

FOOD + O2

SHRIMPS

BACTERIA   

WASTE  NUTRIENTS 

CO2



Food = Waste = Food



Just add 
daylight





PLANTS FOOD+O2 ANIMALS

CO2

WASTEBACTERIANUTRIENTS





Flow Depot
Solar, wind, wave Fossil sources

Biomass, 
Photosynthesis Nuclear



Drop the 
depots



We have to get  
on-line  
with the  
sunshine 

again



Daylight
is 

gently
distributed
everywhere
for everyone



All you 
need 
is light
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Samsø
2012



Samsø



4000
inhab.

114
 km2



In	  the	  center	  of	  Denmark







NYT 17.01.2015



WINDMILL  => COMMUNITY



Erik Refner for The New York Times



Community ?!





Kindle 2013



Community is a fluffy plus word 
which everyone means kindly 
but never in the same way.

“Unlike all other terms of social organization 
(state, nation, society, etc.) it seems 
never to be used unfavourably, 
and never to be given any 
positive opposing or distinguishing term.”

Raymond Williams        
Keywords, 1976



Communities 
are just like

children



Communities 
must deal 

with something



Communities 
must deal 

with something
else



Commons



Commons
open meadows

oceans
atmosphere

language
culture
silence



Communities 
+ commons =
commonities



Garrett Hardin, 1968 
Tragedy of the Commons

=> market or state



Elinor Ostrom



Elinor Ostrom, 2009 
Triumph of the commons

=> communities work



Self-organisation
sometimes

stronger than 
market and state



P2P
bottom-up



Not market: 
Gift economy

Not state: 
Human contact



HQ >< P2P
Not state,

not market,
but 

civil society



Civil society



Why is there  
a civil society?



Oh, but you 
didn’t have to ....



Generosity



Gifts



Marcel Mauss:   The Gift, 1924 

Hau - the spirit of the gift 
In gift giving 

the relationship does not terminate  
as in commodity exchange. 

Gifts build relationships. 
Gifts build societies. 



Market economy?



A market economy 
with pockets of  
gift economy 

family 
neighbourhood 

networks 
colleagues 

‘black economy’ 



50% of human production  
end up in the gift economy  
Never becomes a commodity or service,  

there is no wages involved. 

50% in the market economy: 
commodity, services, etc. 

Wilfred Dolfsma ref. UNDP:  Human Development  Report 1995 



Warren O. Hagstrom 
The Scientific Community, 1965

Information 

Recognition



Generosity 

Relationships
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Everyday life



Barbara L. Fredrickson



Broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions



Broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions

Micro-moments 
=> Love 2.0



Broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions

Micro-moments 
Love 2.0



Eye contact



Trust



Massive biological evidence
that we are deeply connected



Symmetry Asymmetry

Mimicry Sympathy

Emotional contagion Compassion

Empathy Prosocial behaviour





Bennys bukser brændte
Børge råbte, åh!
Børge havde nemlig
Bennys bukser på.

Ben’s pants caught fire
Bill said a swear!
Bill, you see, had chosen
Ben’s pants to wear.



Ben’s pants caught fire:                    Bill, you see, had chosen
Bill said a swear!                             Ben’s pants to wear.



To take care of yourself
take care of others

To take care of others
take care of yourself



To take care of yourself
take care of others

To take care of others
take care of yourself

Beyond egoism, beyond altruism
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Next step



HQs become 
unproductive



The expansive 
civilisation

 is about to peak 



Globalisation

Localisation
versus



We already have all the 
atoms we will ever get.

Dig where you are!



Local production
Urban agriculture

Urban mining 
Green technology

WikiHouse
3D printers

That calls for a commonity



Local production 
and governance

Provide infrastructure
Digital literacy

Keep crafts alive
Training trust



Re-localisation of production 
and gathering of ressources 

revitalise communities,  
re-awakens civil society



Civil society was 
there all the time



It is not vague, weak or distant.

It is right there on the surface.

We just need to see it.



The reality of the civil society 
is a major challenge  

to complexity science:

How is it possible 
for social order 

to arise from P2P?



Challenge: 

Model civil society
arising from 

accumulation of
micro-moments 



Challenge: 

Model civil society
arising from 

accumulation of
micro-moments

Lowering transaction costs



Challenge: 

Equality leads to
societal 

accumulation of
micro-moments

Lowering transaction costs
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What’s more?



What is the more in: 
“The whole is more than 

the sum of it parts”? 

Jan Vasbinder:



Well-functioning
civil society



Invisible 
from the outside



2 + 2 = 4



Getting rid of 
information



A good whole
is a simple whole.

That’s what we mean 
by a whole.



A whole is a kind of order.
Order is reduced information.

Information (Shannon) is a measure 
of how difficult something is to describe: 

the surprise value, inpredictability.

A whole has 
lower algorithmic information content (Chaitin) 

than a lot of parts in a heap.



The whole 
is less 

than the sum 
of its parts!



“Less is more.”
Robert Browning, 1855

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe



“What is the more in: “The whole is more than the sum of it parts”?

Less is the more.



All of this follows from 
what happened 66 years ago 
in a bedroom in Singapore …



All of this follows from 
what happened 66 years ago 
in a bedroom in Singapore …

More or less…


